for even surface finishes in manual and portable machine sanding
6120 siafleece can be used for dry and wet sanding and impresses due to its high conformability, consistent performance over the entire lifetime, low tendency to clog, and consistently high surface quality.

Advantages
- Highly flexible and adaptable to contours
- For manual or portable machine sanding
- Low clogging
- Suitable for general use in dry and wet sanding applications

Applications
- Removal of rust
- Removing discolouration
- Structuring/finishing

Product profile
Grit type: Aluminium oxide
Silicon carbide
Backer: Fleece
Coating: Mechanical
Bonding: resin over resin

Properties
The following properties refer to the materials used in the main application:
Cut: low → very high
Lifetime: short → very long
Finish: medium → very good
Flexibility: very rigid → highly flexible
Contact pressure: light → high

Materials
Unalloyed / low-alloy steel; Non-ferrous metals; High-alloy steel

Application
- extra cut
- general purpose
- medium A
- medium S
- fine A
- fine S
- very fine speed
- ultra fine speed
- micro fine speed
- cleaning
- ultra fine S

Area
Metal

Product line
Non woven abrasives
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